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Abstract. We determine the ring structure of the Hochschild cohomology
HH( ) of an integral cyclic algebra   by giving a projective bimodule reso-
lution of   and calculating cup product by means of a diagonal approximation
map.
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x1. Introduction
Let Z be the ring of rational integers, p a prime integer and  a primitive p-th
root of unity. We set R = Z[], !n = 1   n for any n 2 Z and we denote
!1 = 1   by !. We note that pR = !p 1R and that !k=!l is a unit in R for
any k; l with k; l 6 0 mod p.
Let a and b any nonzero rational integers and d the greatest common divisor




Rikjl such that ip = a; jp = b; ji = ij:
In particular, in the case p = 2,   is just the generalized quaternion algebra
over the ring of rational integers Z.
In this paper, we consider the Hochschild cohomology group HHm( ) =





of  , where  e denotes the enveloping algebra  




Although there is basically a small number of studies about the Hochschild
cohomology for algebras over a commutative ring, the Hochschild cohomology
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of quaternion algebras or cyclic algebras appearing as orders in semisimple
algebras over a eld are studied in, for example, Hayami's works [1], [2], [3],
[4], and [6], [7], [8] etc. However, Hochschild cohomology is an important
tool for investigating module categories of algebras. In fact it is known that
the Hochschild cohomology ring of an algebra over a commutative ring is an
invariant under the equivalence of bounded derived categories as triangulated
categories (cf. [5, Chapter 6]).
Concerning the integral cyclic algebra   above, in the case a is any nonzero
integer and b =  1, the module structure of HHm( ) was already given in
[6] using spectral sequence. In the case p = 2, a is any nonzero integer and
b =  1, the ring structure of the Hochschild cohomology HH( ) was also
calculated in [8] using spectral sequence. In the case p = 2, a and b are
any nonzero integers, that is,   is a generalized quaternion algebra, the ring
structure of HH( ) was determined in [2]. In this paper, we will generalize
these results to the case of any prime number p.
In Section 2, we give a projective bimodule resolution of  , and applying
the functor Hom e( ; ) to the resolution, we have a double complex which
gives the Hochschild cohomology group HHm( ). In Section 3, we determine
the R-module structure of HHm( ) (Theorem 2):
HHm( ) =
8>>>><>>>>:
R for m = 0;
(R=dpR)(m 1)=2  (R=d!R)(m+1)=2  (R=!R)(p2 2)(m+1)=2
for m odd;
(R=dpR)(m 2)=2  (R=d!R)m=2  (R=!R)(p2 2)m=2  (R=apR)
(R=bpR) for m(6= 0) even:
In Section 4, we determine the ring structure of HH( ). First, in Section
4.1, we dene a `diagonal approximation map' for the projective bimodule res-
olution of   in order to calculate the cup product on HH( ). In Section 4.2,
by calculating the cup products of generators of the Hochoschild cohomology
groups HHm( ) for m  0, we give a system of generators of the Hochschild
cohomology ring HH( ) as an R-algebra in Theorem 3. As a result, if p  3,
then the Hochschild cohomology ring HH( ) is generated by the elements
of HH1( ), HH2( ) and HH3( ). Furthermore, in that section, we present
the relations that the generators of HH( ) satisfy. In addition, we study
the special case jaj = jbj = 1. In Section 5, we consider the ring structure of
HH( ) in the case p = 2.
x2. Projective resolution of  
First, we will give a  e-projective resolution (Pm;m; ") of   referring to [2]:
Pm = ( 
  )m+1 := ( 
  ) ( 
  )     ( 
  );




(@s;t + s;t) for every integer m  0; " is the augmentation:
Here, for s; t  0 with m = s+ t, we dene an element cs;t 2 Pm by
cs;t =
(
(0; : : : ; 0;
t
1
 1; 0; : : : ; 0) 2 ( 
  )m+1 if 0  t  m; s+ t = m;
(0; : : : ; 0) otherwise.
Then Pm =
L
s+t=m  s;t, where we set  s;t :=  cs;t . We dene  
e-homomor-
phisms @s;t :  s;t  !  s 1;t and s;t :  s;t  !  s;t 1 by
@s;t =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
@1 : cs;t 7! ics 1;t   cs 1;ti for s odd
@2 : cs;t 7!
p 1X
k=0
ip 1 kcs 1;tik for s even
9>=>; for t even;
@01 : cs;t 7! ics 1;t    1cs 1;ti for s odd
@02 : cs;t 7!
p 1X
k=0
 kip 1 kcs 1;tik for s even
9>=>; for t odd;
s;t =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
1 : cs;t 7! jcs;t 1   cs;t 1j for t odd
2 : cs;t 7!
p 1X
k=0
jp 1 kcs;t 1jk for t even
9>=>; for s even;
01 : cs;t 7! ( 1)( 1jcs;t 1   cs;t 1j) for t odd
02 : cs;t 7! ( 1)
p 1X
k=0
 (p 1 k)jp 1 kcs;t 1jk for t even
9>=>; for s odd:
It is easy to see that the following equations hold:
s;t 1  s;t = 0; @s 1;t  @s;t = 0; @s;t 1  s;t + s 1;t  @s;t = 0:
Hence, setting each  s;t on each lattice point on the rst quadrant, we have
the following double complex:





















Then, we show the  e-projective resolution of   in the following proposition.
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Proposition 1. By taking the total complex of the above complex, we have
the  e-projective resolution of  :
   3    ! P2 2    ! P1 1    ! P0 "    !       ! 0;
where m =
P
s+t=m(@s;t + s;t) and " is the multiplication map.
Proof. The exactness of the sequence is veried by giving a contracting homo-
topy. We dene the following maps T 1 :    ! P0 and Tm : Pm  ! Pm+1 for
m  0 by
T 1() = c0;0 ( 2  );
for any even m,
Tm(i
ujvcm;0) =8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0 for u = 0 and v = 0;
v 1X
k=0
jv 1 kcm;1jk for u = 0 and v 6= 0;
u 1X
k=0






jv 1 kcm;1jk for u 6= 0 and v 6= 0;
Tm(i
ujvcs;t) =8>>>>><>>>>>:




jv 1 kcs;t+1jk for v 6= 0 and t (6= 0) even;
0 for v 6= p  1 and t odd;
  1iucs;t+1 for v = p  1 and t odd;
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and for any odd m,
Tm(i
ujvcm;0) =8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:




jv 1 kcm;1jk for u 6= p  1 and v 6= 0;
cm+1;0 for u = p  1 and v = 0;
vcm+1;0j
v    ip 1
v 1X
k=0
jv 1 kcm;1jk for u = p  1 and v 6= 0;
Tm(i
ujvcs;t) =8>>>>><>>>>>:




kjv 1 kcs;t+1jk for v 6= 0 and t ( 6= 0) even;
0 for v 6= p  1 and t odd;
iucs;t+1 for v = p  1 and t odd:
Then Tm's satisfy the equalities
1  T0 + T 1  " = idP0 ;
m+1  Tm + Tm 1 m = idPm for m  0:
That is, fTmg is a contracting homotopy.
We remark that the exactness above is also veried by using spectral se-
quence.
Next, we will dene a complex giving the Hochschild cohomology of  .
Applying the functor Hom e( ; ) to the double complex above, we have the






2;0      f@2  
1;0      f@1  
0;0??y e1 ??y e01 ??y e1
     f@01  
2;1      f@02  
1;1      f@01  
0;1
??y e2 ??y e02 ??y e2
     f@1  
2;2      f@2  
1;2      f@1  
0;2??y e1 ??y e01 ??y e1
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where we set  s;t := Hom e( s;t; ) =   and we identify  s;t with  . So @s;t :=
Hom(@s+1;t; ) :  




e@1 : x 7! ix  xi for s evene@2 : x 7! p 1X
k=0
ip 1 kxik for s odd
9>=>; for t even;e@01 : x 7! ix   1xi for s evene@02 : x 7! p 1X
k=0
 kip 1 kxik for s odd
9>=>; for t odd;
s;t =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
e1 : x 7! jx  xj for t evene2 : x 7! p 1X
k=0
jp 1 kxjk for t odd
9>=>; for s even;e01 : x 7! ( 1)( 1jx  xj) for t evene02 : x 7! ( 1) p 1X
k=0
 (p 1 k)jp 1 kxjk for t odd
9>=>; for s odd
for x 2  s;t. Therefore, putting Qm := Ls+t=m  s;t =  m+1 and m :=P
s+t=m (@
s;t + s;t), we have the total complex of the above complex:
   2      Q2 1      Q1 0      Q0       0:
x3. Module structure of HHm( )
In this section, we determine the module structure of HHm( ) = Extm e( ; ).
First, we present any element of   by a matrix in Mp(R). If x is any element
in  s;t, then there uniquely exist xkl 2 R (k; l = 1; 2; : : : ; p) such that
x =
 
1 i    ip 1
0BBB@
x11 x12    x1p













By corresponding x 2  s;t to the matrix X = (xkl) 2 Mp(R) above, @s;t(X)
and s;t(X) are given by
e@1(X) =
0BBB@
0 a!xp2    a!p 1xpp





0 !xp 12    !p 1xp 1p
1CCCA ; e@2(X) =
0BBB@





apxp1 0    0
px11 0    0
1CCCA ;
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e@01(X) =
0BBB@
a!p 1xp1 0 a!xp3    a!p 2xpp
















0 apxp2 0    0




0 0    0









bpx12    bpx1p px11









b!p 1x1p !p 1x11    !p 1x1p 1
0 0    0









0    0 0
 bpx22     bpx2p  px21





0    0 0
1CCCCCA :
For s+ t = m (s; t  0), we dene cs;t 2 Qm by
cs;t =
(
(0; : : : ; 0;
t
1; 0; : : : ; 0) 2 Qm =  m+1 if 0  t  m; s+ t = m;
(0; : : : ; 0) otherwise.
Using above expressions, we obtain the R-module structure of the Hochschild
cohomology groupHHm( ). In fact, we directly calculate Kerm and Imm 1.




































































































In the above calculation, we note that !R = !p 1+k0R for 0  k0( 6= 1)  p 1.
Theorem 2. Let Z be the ring of rational integers, a; b any nonzero rational
integers and d the greatest common divisor of a and b. Let p be a prime and
 a primitive p-th root of unity. We set R = Z[] and put ! = 1   . Then
the R-module structure of the Hochschild cohomology group of   is as follows:
HHm( ) =
8>>>><>>>>:
R for m = 0;
(R=dpR)(m 1)=2  (R=d!R)(m+1)=2  (R=!R)(p2 2)(m+1)=2
for m odd;
(R=dpR)(m 2)=2  (R=d!R)m=2  (R=!R)(p2 2)m=2
(R=apR) (R=bpR) for m(6= 0) even:
For the later use, we list the system of generators of each HHm( ) as an
R-module represented by elements in Qm =  m+1 as follows, where we set
a0 = a=d; b0 = b=d:
For m = 1;
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ijlc1;0 for 1  l  p  1;
ikjc0;1 for 1  k  p  1;
ik+1jlc1;0   !k
!l
ikjl+1c0;1 for 1  k; l  p  1 with (k; l) 6= (p  1; p  1);
a0jp 1c1;0   b0ip 1c0;1:
For m  2 even;
cm t;t for 0  t  m;
ikjlcm t;t for 2  k; l  p  1 and t odd;
ikcm t;t for 2  k  p  1 and t odd;
jlcm t;t for 2  l  p  1 and t odd;
p
!p 1+k




jp 1+lcm t 1;t+1 for 0  l( 6= 1)  p  1 and t odd:
For m  3 odd;
ijlcm t;t for 1  l  p  1 and t even;
ikjcm t;t for 1  k  p  1 and t odd;
ik+1jlcm t;t   !k=!likjl+1cm t 1;t+1
for 1  k; l  p  1 with (k; l) 6= (p  1; p  1) and t even;
a0jp 1cm t;t   b0ip 1cm t 1;t+1 for t even;
a0jcm t;t   b0icm t 1;t+1 for 0  t < m odd:
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x4. The ring structure of HH( )




4.1. Diagonal approximation and cup product
First, we dene a map s;t;s0;t0 :  s+t;s0+t0  !  s;t 
   s0;t0 of  e-modules by














































  cs0;t0jw0 for s even; t odd; s0 even; t0 odd;
  1cs;t 
  cs0;t0 for s even; t odd; s0 odd; t0 even;
cs;t 
  cs0;t0 otherwise:
Then,  = fs;t;s0;t0g satises the following relations:
s;t;s0;t0  @s+s0+1;t+t0
= @s+1;t 
   s+1;t;s0;t0 + ( 1)s+t
 @s0+1;t0  s;t;s0+1;t0 ;
s;t;s0;t0  s+s0;t+t0+1
= s;t+1 
   s;t+1;s0;t0 + ( 1)s+t
 s0;t0+1  s;t;s0;t0+1;
"
 "  0;0;0;0 = ":
Therefore, m;n :=
P
s+t=m;s0+t0=ns;t;s0t0 is a `diagonal approximation', that
is, this satises
m;n m+n+1 = (m+1 
 )  m+1;n + ( 1)m(
n+1)  m;n+1;
("
 ")  0;0 = ":
Using , we dene the cup product
HHm( )
HHn( ) ^ ! HHm+n( ); 
  7! a ^ 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by
 ^  = (
  )  s;t;s0;t0 :  s+t;s0+t0 !  s;t 
   s0;t0 !  
    =  :
for  2  s;t with s+t = m and  2  s0;t0 with s0+t0 = n. Hence  s;t
 s0;t0 ^ !
 s+t;s
0+t0 is explicitly presented by

























for s odd; t odd; s0 even; t0 odd;X
u+v+w=p 2












for s even; t odd; s0 odd; t0 odd;X
u+v+w=p 2








for s even; t odd; s0 even; t0 odd;
  1 for s even; t odd; s0 odd; t0 even;
 otherwise:
for  2  s;t and  2  s0;t0 . In the above, we identify  s;t with   and so
on. As long as there is no confusion, we often denote  ^  by  for
simplicity. It is well known that the anti-commutativity  = ( 1)mn holds
for  2 HHm( ) and  2 HHn( ). That is, the Hochschild cohomology ring
HH( ) is a graded commutative ring.
4.2. Generators of HH( ) as an R-algebra and the relations
In this subsection, we determine the ring structure of the Hochschild coho-
mology ring HH( ) using cup product on generators of HHm( ). By the
way, the ring structure of the Hochschild cohomology ring HH( ) in the case
p = 2 was already known in [2]. So, we mainly treat the case p  3.
We denote the representatives of each element of HHm( ) by (; ; : : : ; )
2 Qm =  m;0 m 1;1    0;m. Then, referring to Theorem 2, generators
of HHm( ) for m = 1; 2; 3 as an R-module are as follows including the case
p = 2:
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Generators of HH1( ):
l := (ij
l; 0) for 1  l  p  1;
k := (0; i




ikjl+1) for 1  k; l  p  1 with (k; l) 6= (p  1; p  1);
 := (a0jp 1; b0ip 1):
Generators of HH2( ):
' := (1; 0; 0);
 := (0; 1; 0);




ip 1+k; ikj; 0) for 0  k( 6= 1)  p  1;




jp 1+l) for 0  l( 6= 1)  p  1;
k;l := (0; i
kjl; 0) for 0  k; l(6= 1)  p  1 with (k; l) 6= (0; 0):
Generators of HH3( ):
(ijl; 0; 0; 0) for 1  l  p  1;
(0; ikj; 0; 0) for 1  k  p  1;
(0; 0; ijl; 0) for 1  l  p  1;
(0; 0; 0; ikj) for 1  k  p  1;
(ik+1jl; !k
!l
ikjl+1; 0; 0) for 1  k; l  p  1 with (k; l) 6= (p  1; p  1);
(0; 0; ik+1jl; !k
!l
ikjl+1) for 1  k; l  p  1 with (k; l) 6= (p  1; p  1);
(a0jp 1; b0ip 1; 0; 0);
(0; 0; a0jp 1; b0ip 1);
 :=(0; a0j; b0i; 0):
Let x = (xm;0; : : : ; x0;m) 2 HHm( ). Then, it is easy to check that the
elements (xm;0; : : : ; x0;m; 0; 0) and (0; 0; xm;0; : : : ; x0;m) 2 HHm+2( ) are given
by x' and x respectively. In particular, if x is a generator, then x' and x
are also generators. Therefore, we see that the generators of HHm( ) for
any m  3 except  are given by the cup products of the generators above
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of HH1( ) and HH2( ) and  2 HH3( ). On the other hand, the relation
lk = k+1;l+1 holds for 1  k; l < p  1.
Therefore we have the following main theorem.
Theorem 3. Let p be an odd prime and a, b nonzero integers, and set d =
gcd (a; b), a0 = a=d, b0 = b=d. Then the Hochschild cohomology ring HH( )
is the graded commutative ring generated by at most the following p2 + 4p  3
elements:
l; k; k0;l0 ;  2 HH1( ) for 1  k; k0; l; l0  p  1 with (k0; l0) 6= (p  1; p  1);
';  ; ; k;0; 0;l; k0 ; l0 2 HH2( ) for 2  k; l  p  1; 0  k0; l0( 6= 1)  p  1;
 2 HH3( ):
The list of the relations of the generators above is as follows:
The relations in HH1( ) :
!k = !l = d! = !k0;l0 = 0:
The relations in HH2( ) :





kab if k + k0 = p;





 lab' if l + l0 = p;
0 if l + l0 6= p:
k =
(
  1a0b0 if k = 1;
  1a0bk;0 if 1 < k:
l =
(
  1b0a0 if l = 1;
  lb0a0;l if 1 < l:
lk =
8><>:
bk+1;0 if k < p  1 and l = p  1;
a0;l+1 if k = p  1 and l < p  1;
ab if k = p  1 and l = p  1:
k;lk0;l0 =
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8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )
k0ll+l0k+k0 if 0 < k + k
0 < p  1
and 0 < l + l0 < p  1;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )
k0lbk+k0+1;0 if 0 < k + k
0 < p  1




0+1)bk+k0+1 if 0 < k + k
0 < p  1 and l + l0 = p;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )
k0lbl+l0 pk+k0 if 0 < k + k0 < p  1 and p < l + l0;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )
k0la0;l+l0+1 if k + k
0 = p  1
and 0 < l + l0 < p  1;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )




0+1)ab0 if k + k
0 = p  1 and l + l0 = p;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )
k0lab0;l+l0+1 p if k + k0 = p  1 and p < l + l0;
!k!l+l0
!l!l0
 k(l+1)al+l0+1 if k + k0 = p and 0 < l + l0 < p;
!k!l+l0
!l!l0





ab(!l0a'+ !k0b) if k + k
0 = p and l + l0 = p;
!k!l+l0
!l!l0
 k(l+1)abl+l0+1 p if k + k0 = p and p < l + l0;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )
k0lal+l0k+k0 p if p < k + k0 and 0 < l + l0 < p;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )




0+1)abk+k0+1 p if p < k + k0 and l + l0 = p;
(!k!l 
k0+l   !k0!l0 )





ab(  1a0'+ b0) if k = 1 and l = 1;
!l 1
!l
a0bl if k = 1 and 1 < l;
 !k 1!1  kb0ak if 1 < k and l = 1;
( 1   !k!l  k)a0b0dl 1k 1 if 1 < k and 1 < l:
k0k;l =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
 klk+k0 if 0 < k + k0 < p and l < p  1;
 kbk+k0+1;0 if 0 < k + k0 < p and l = p  1;
 kal+1 if k + k0 = p and l < p  1;
 kab0 if k + k0 = p and l = p  1;
 kalk+k0 p if p < k + k0 and l < p  1;
 kabk+k0+1 p;0 if p < k + k0 and l = p  1:





l+l0k if 0 < l + l
0 < p and k < p  1;
 !p 1!l  l
0
a0;l+l0+1 if 0 < l + l




0(k+1)bk+1 if l + l
0 = p and k < p  1;
!p 1
!l0
ab0 if l + l
0 = p and k = p  1;
 !k!l kl
0
bl+l0 pk if p < l + l0 and k < p  1;
 !p 1!l  l
0
ab0;l+l0+1 p if p < l + l0 and k = p  1:
The relations in HH3( ) :





p 1 if k = 1;





p 1' if l = 1;
0 if 1 < l:
kk0 =
8>>>><>>>>:




0 1ak+k0 1' if 0 < k + k0   1 < p;









d if l + l0   1 = 0 (i.e. l = 1; l0 = 0);
p
!p 1+l0
bl+l0 1 if 0 < l + l0   1 < p;
p
!l
 lbd if l + l0   1 = p;
p
!p 1+l0





 lp 1;l' if k = 0;
p
!k 1 
l(k 1)ak 1;l' if 0 < k:
kl =
(
  p!k k;p 1 if l = 0;





ap 1 if k + k0   1 = p (i.e. k = 1; k0 = 0);





bp 1' if l + l0   1 = p (i.e. l = 1; l0 = 0);





bl 1 if k = 1;
0 if 1 < k:





kak 1' if l = 1;





 1a0bp 2 if k = 2;
0 if 2 < k:
0;l =
(
  p!1 ab0p 2' if k = 2;





0p 2;p 1' if k = 0;
p
!1
 1a0(ap 1'+ bp 1) if k = 2;
p
!k 1 







0p 1;p 2 if l = 0;












ak+k0 1' if 1 < k + k0   1 < p and l = 1;
0 if 1 < k + k0   1 < p and 1 < l;
p
!1
 (k 1)ad if k + k0   1 = p and l = 1;





a2k+k0 1 p' if p < k + k0   1 and l = 1;
0 if p < k + k0   1 and 1 < l:
k;l0;l0 =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
  p!l bl+l0 1 if 1 < l + l0   1 < p and k = 1;
0 if 1 < l + l0   1 < p and 1 < k;
p
!l
bd if l + l0   1 = p and k = 1;
p
!l
abk 1' if l + l0   1 = p and 1 < k;
  p!l b2l+l0 1 p if p < l + l0   1 and k = 1;





 lal'  p!l bl if k + k0   1 = 0









0labl if k + k




0 1)a2k+k0 1 p;l' if p < k + k0   1:











bk;l+l0 1 if 0 < l + l0   1 < p;
p
!l
 lbd(a0k'+ !k!l b










d if k = 1 and l = 1;
  p!l bl 1 if k = 1 and 1 < l;
p
!1
ak 1' if 1 < k and l = 1;
0 if 1 < k and 1 < l:
The relations in HH4( ) :
  =  k;0 =  0;l = k;0k0;0 = 0;l0;l0 = 0:
 = a0b0(a '   1b ):
k =
(
b0k+1 if k < p  1;
b0a0 if k = p  1:
l =
(
a0l+1' if l < p  1;
a0b0' if l = p  1:
k;l =
8><>:
a0lk'  !k!l  lb0lk if k < p  1 and l < p  1;
a0bk+1;0'  !k!p 1 p 1b0bk+1;0 if k < p  1 and l = p  1;




!p 1p 1;0' if k = 0;
p
!1
a0' if k = 2;
p




!p 10;p 1 if l = 0;
p
!1
b0 if l = 2;
p




!p 1a0' if k + k
0   2 = 0 (i.e. k = 0; k0 = 2);
p
!p 1ak+k0 1;0' if 0 < k + k
0   2 < p;
p
!k 1a
20' if k + k
0   2 = p;
p
!p 1a
2k+k0 1 p;0' if p < k + k0   2:
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l0;l0 =
8>>>><>>>>:
  p!p 1 b0 if l + l0   2 = 0 (i.e. l = 0; l0 = 2);
  p!p 1 b0;l+l0 1' if 0 < l + l0   2 < p;
  p!l 1 b20 if l + l0   2 = p;




!p 1l 1p 2' if k = 0;
p
!1
al' if k = 2;
p





 kp 2k 1 if l = 0;
p
!1
kbk if l = 2;
p
!l 1 












!k 1ab' if k + k










20' if k + k



































!p 1 p 1 if l = l
0 = 0;
 p(p 1)2 p!l 1  l 1ab'+ (
p
!l 1 b)










20 if l + l
0   2 = p  1;
 p(p 1)2 p!l 1  l 1ab2'+ (
p
!l 1 b)










ab' if k = 2 and l = 2;
0 if 2 < k or 2 < l:
The relations in HH5( ) :
  =   p
!1
':






































Last, we consider the Hochschild cohomology ring HH( ) in the special
case jaj = jbj = 1.
If p  3, then we have the following relations from Theorem 3:
p 1k = k+1;0 for 1  k < p  1;
lp 1 = 0;l+1 for 1  l < p  1;
p 1p 1 =  ;
kk;p k = k(k+1)k+1 for 1  k < p  1;
p 1p 1;1 = 0;
p 11;l =  l+1 for 1  l < p  1;
p 11;p 1 =  0:
Hence, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 4. Let p  3 be a prime number and jaj = jbj = 1. Then the
Hochschild cohomology ring HH( ) is the graded commutative ring generated
by the following p2 + 2 elements:
l; k; k0;l0 ;  2 HH1( ) for 1  k; k0; l; l0  p  1 with (k0; l0) 6= (p  1; p  1);
';  2 HH2( );  2 HH3( ):
x5. The ring structure of HH( ) in the case p = 2
In the last section, we deal with the case p = 2. Then   is a generalized
quaternion algebra over Z:
  = Z1 Zi Zj  Zij; i2 = a; j2 = b; ji =  ij (a; b 2 Z; 6= 0):
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In that case,  =  1 and R = Z and the diagonal approximation map  is
s;t;s0;t0(cs+t;s0+t0) = cs;t 
  cs0;t0 ;
hence, the cup product ^ is
 ^  = 
for  2  s;t and  2  s0;t0 . Furthermore, we note that the following relations
hold:
 = (a0b0a; 0; a0b0b) = a0b0a'+ a0b0b;
 = (0; a0j; b0i; 0) = ;
  = (0; 0; 1; 0; 0);
where d is the greatest common divisor of a and b, and set a0 = a=d, b0 = b=d.
Hence we have the following theorem. This result was already known in
[2], and also [8] for a special case.
Theorem 5. Let p = 2 and a; b any nonzero integers. Then the Hochschild
cohomology ring HH( ) is the graded commutative ring generated by at most
the eight elements
1; 1;  2 HH1( ); ';  ; ; 0; 0 2 HH2( )
with the following relations.
The relations in HH1( ) :
21 = 21 = 2d = 0:
The relations in HH2( ) :
2a' = 2d = 2b = 20 = 20 = 0;
11 = ab'; 11 = ab ; 1 = b
0a0;
11 = ab; 1 = a
0b0;  = a0b0(a'+ b):
The relations in HH3( ) :
1' = 1 ; 1 = 1; 10 = d;




The relations in HH4( ) :
' =   ; '0 =  0;  0 = 0;
00 = a''+ b  ; 00 = a' + b ; 00 = a  + b:
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In particular, if jaj = jbj = 1, then we have the following result of [6] from
Theorem 5:
Corollary 6. If p = 2 and jaj = jbj = 1, then we have the ring isomorphism
HH( ) = Z[x; y; z]=(2x; 2y; 2z; x2 + y2 + z2):
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